ABSTRACT
writer. This is economically feasible since the plotter is not expensive and can be driven by a small computer on-llne, or offline using a plotter and tape unit.
Each character is treated as a single independent graph and decomposed into line segments within a 16 x 16 grid for nonalphabetic languages, and a 5 x 8 grid for alphabetic languages.
Therefore, the graphic character can be represented by the coordinates which indicate the beginning and the ending points of the line segments.
To take the most c.omplicated Chinese language as an example, the character for "BRAVE" ( ) can be represented by twenty-three pairs of coordinates and packed into four 48-bit computer words.
Taking this as a basis for estimation, the overwhelmingly numerous I0,000 Chinese characters can be decomposed and packed into 40K *This study was supported in part by the University of Wisconsin.
-2-of memory. Thus, a computer with 65K memory will be able to keep them in core for direct access and processing.
On the other hand, an English letter "I~' can be represented by five pairs of coordinates and packed into one 48-bit computer word.
In other words, the whole set of the English alphabet, including upper and lower cases, will need only II0 words of memory.
The output on the plotter is itself a good hard copy to keep, and certainly it can be used as an original for further dupllcating, photographing and photoengraving. The test program for thl8 system is written in CDC 3600 FORTRAN (a variation of FORTRAN IV) which will generate a plot tape to be used on a Calcump plotter for producing these characters. Actually, with suweminor modifications, this program can be run on any cumputer and output on any plotter available. The advantage in using the plotter is that it produces directly a clear, hard copy at a very reasonable cost. Natural languages which have been tested in the program are Chinese and English. French, German, Hindi, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Korean~ Russian, and Spanish are to be tested in the near future.
II. CHAEACTERREPRESENTATION
Different sizes of grids may be used to define the coordinates representing each character. For non-alphabetic languages, a 16 x 16 grid is proved to be sufficient for a good recoding of the character. For alphabetic languages, a 5 x 8 grid will be adequate The character is to be fitted into the grid with one restriction that all the starting points, turning points, and ending points of a line or iine segment have to be on one of the grid points. The coordinates of these grid points are recorded and to be stored in the memory for later retrieval. A curve of a stroke is treated as many short straight line segments. A llne is defined here with only one starting point and one ending point, and may or may not have one or more turning points between them.
Coordinates of a line should always be recorded in the sequence as the starting point, the turning point or points, and the ending point. However, the sequence of coordinate groups of lines are immaterial for the character representation.
The character representation method used by Hayashl, Duncan -6"
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five pairs of coordinates:
The English letter '~' on a 5 x 8 grid wlth These two code assiEmaent methods can also be applied to other languages as well. However, if characters are to be generated directly from those identifying codes then the coding of those characters is actually in some sort machine language for system macros and it could be very tedious and complicated. Therefore, these two methods are not recommended for generating characters but only for identifying characters durlng retrleval phase.
ITT. CHARACTER GENERATION
The codes for identifying different characters in various languages are just different forms of identification such as the illustrations of letters, numerals and special symbols on the keys
of every type~iter keyboard. Once the code is recognized either through the input media or through some internal transformation, the coordinate group associated with this particular code will be retrieved for character generation.
Character generation through programming is basically a procedure of initiating proper subroutine calls to plot a straight llne between two pairs of coordinates at a specified position.
The difference between character generation through CRT beam displaying and through plott'er pen drawing is a matter of different subroutine calls for activating different hardware output devices.
The character generation method employed in the test program is elaborated to the extent that once the plotter pen is lowered for drawing, it is maintained at that position untll the drawing of the current continuous line is completed and then it is lifted and set ready for the movement of the pen to the starting point Of the next continuous line. In the case of a CRT display, once the beam is turned on for displaying a line, it will not be turned off until the end of this continuous llne is reached. Thus, the coordinate greup of a continuous line is treated as a unit for the generating purpose. The first pair of coordinates in a coordinate group~ i.e., the coordinate pair of the starting point of a line, initiates the pen or beam to be moved to the position specified % < -10-by this pair of coordinates, and then to be lmre~ed or turned on at that position.
The second pair and all the suceeding pairs of coordinates up to the second to the last pai~, i.e., the coordinate pairs of the turning points, will each activate one movement of the pen or beam to the specified coordinate pOsition forming a straight llne segment of the continuous line. I. " Language Selection
The user is allowed to choose from all available languages in the system one or more desired languages to be written on the plotter paper. The first language selected also indicates the mode of input codes. Thus if more than one language selection is specified, the other languages selected will be written in parallel, in an equivalent word-for-word translation of the first language selected. A multlple-language machine dictionary is utilized for this purpose.
Vertical or Horizontal Writing
The writing direction of characters may be either vertical or horizontal. Non-alphabetic languages are usually written vertically from top downward for characters and from right to left for columms. Alphabetic languages are always written from left to right for characters and from top downward for rows.
It is reecumended that for multiple-language writing including both alphabetic and non-alphabetic languages~ the horizontal writing mode is more suitable since non-alphabetlc languages will still be readable vertically while in the other case to read alphabetic languages in vertical fashion will be much more difficult in a continuous text.
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Character Size and I~ter-character Spacing
The number of characters to be accommodated on a standard size 8-1/2 x II inch page is determined by the character size specified which will also in turn allot the spacing between characters rc~ise and column-wise. The character size is specified in terms of step size, that is,the smallest distance between two specifiable pen positions, or the number of points to be positioned within the distance of One inch. The step size is to be treated as the unit distance between two grid points in the 16 x 16 and the 5 x 8 grids.
Step sizes con- Both of the code assignment method may be used in the system to index the stored coordinate groups associated with each of them. When the writing request of a certain character reaches the associated coordinate group, the coordinates are copied into a buffer area and are being analyzed, calculated and transformed into a sequence of plotter subroutine calls for writing the character on the plotter paper.
Accompanying Information
The identification code may also be used to index information associated with the specific character for additional references and operations. If this system is to serve both as an automatic writing device and an automatic dictionary for two or more languages~ then all the information in a selected dictionary may be included in the system, such as the pronouneiation guide, parts of speech and other syntactic information, the meaning (translation) and other semantic information~ the associated phrases and idioms, and examples of usage.
Data Compression
Since the largest coordinate used in the two suggested -16-grids is the decimal number fifteen~ only four bits are needed to record one coordinate. Therefore, the coordinates maybe packed into a four-bit segment of a computer word. This may not be necessary for the alphabetic languages because their character sets are very small in size~ usually not more than sixty-four characters each set in binary coded decimal. However, for the non-alphabetic languages such as the Chinese with a 10,000-character set, the need for data compression is rather apparent if all of their coordinate groups are going to be stored in the core memory for the most efficient processing.
It is estimated that an average complexity Chinese character can be packed into four 48-bit computer words and thus a computer with 65K memory (e.g.~ CDC 3600) will be able to accov~nodate the overwhelming i0,000 characters in 40K of memory and allow the other 25K of memory for the executive system, the program, and the input/output buffering operations.
Vl. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
This system is aimed to provide a good universal writing device for all languages, alphabetic and non-alphabetic alike~ because of its graphic nature in treating characters of various languages. This is of particular advantage to the non-alphabetic languages since no practical and efficient typing or~/riting device has been created for their uses.
The system uses the plotter as its output device for writing characters directly on the paper to produce a clear and permanent hard copy. The alternative CRT display has a unique advantage of on-llne monitoring or editing but is otherwise a more complex process and hardware system to produce a final hard copy, and thus inevitably too expensive for practical and efficient applications. 
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OUTPIIE PAGE I: The first one=hundred Chinese characters of the Chinese telegraphic code --horizontal wrlting~ Chinese characters at step size 0.025 inch, code number at step size 0.01 inch. 
